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Learn more or order at 
WagnerCompanies.com
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Outside of Post Mount Swaged

Invisiware® Receiver Tensioners
Made of type 316 stainless steel. Order one swaging stud and one 
Invisiware® Receiver.  A Delrin® washer is included and acts as a 
scratch-resistant barrier between the head of the fitting and the 
metal post. 

Invisiware Receivers are used with pipe and with round, square or 
rectangular metal tubing. Pipe ends are counterbored, so the full 
perimeter of the head rests on a flat surface in the pipe. The head 
rests on the outside wall of a flat-sided metal post.

A swagless stud (page 155) can be used with 1/8” and 3/16” cable.

Cable Use With  
Stud a h t s

For 1  1/4" Pipe 
(1.66" OD)
l = 1.562"

For 1  1/2" Pipe  
(1.90" OD)
l = 1.812"

For 2.00" Tube 
l = 2.030"

For 2" Pipe  
(2.375" OD)
l = 2.301"

1/8” CRS4 .437" 3/16"  5/ 16-24 .537" CRR612 CRR622 CRR632 CRR642

3/16” CRS6 .437" 3/16"  5/ 16-24 .537" CRR612 CRR622 CRR632 CRR642

1/4” CRS8 .531" 7/32"  7/ 16-20 .531" CRR822 CRR832 CRR842

5/16” CRS10 .687" 5/16"  9/ 16-18 .865" CRR1232 CRR1242

3/8” CRS12 .687" 5/16"  9/ 16-18 .865" CRR1232 CRR1242

Cable Use With  
Stud a h t s For 2 3/8" Tube

l = 2.375"
For 2.50" Tube

l = 2.53"
For 3.00" Tube†

l = 3.030"

For 4 x 4* 
Wood Post or 3.50" 

Tube
l = 3.563"

1/8” CRS4 .437" 3/16"  5/ 16-24 .537" CRR672 CRR682 CRR652 CRR662

3/16” CRS6 .437" 3/16"  5/ 16-24 .537" CRR672 CRR682 CRR652 CRR662

1/4” CRS8 .531" 7/32"  7/ 16-20 .531" CRR852

5/16” CRS10 .687" 5/16"  9/ 16-18 .865" CRR1252

3/8” CRS12 .687" 5/16"  9/ 16-18 .865" CRR1252

Invisiware® Radius Ferrule
Often used in combination with the Invisiware® Receiver, this non-
tensioning fitting is also hidden inside the end post with only the 
head exposed on the outside of the post. When installed, it looks the 
same as the Invisiware Receiver except it costs less.

Invisiware Radius Ferrules are used with pipe and with round, 
square or rectangular metal tubing. Pipe and round tube are 
counterbored for head, so the full perimeter of the head rests on 
a flat surface in the pipe. The head rests on the outside wall of a 
flat-sided metal post. A Delrin® washer is included and acts as a 
scratch-resistant barrier between the head of the fitting and the 
metal post.

For use in wood, the Invisiware Radius Ferrule can rest against the 
outside of the post or the post can be counterbored with the radius 
ferrule recessed in the post. For wood applications, order Stainless 
Steel Washer CR716SAE (page 165). Washer provides a bearing 
surface so the fitting can’t recess into the wood, making it more 
difficult to tension or maintain tension in cables.

Note: Can only be used on one side of cable.

Cable e a b s Stainless

1/8" .750" .250" .537" .437" CRRF4

3/16" .750" .250" .537" .437" CRRF6

1/4" 1.00" .375" .646" .531" CRRF8

5/16" 1.00" .500" .865" .687" CRRF10

3/8" 1.00" .500" .865" .687" CRRF12
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See WagnerCompanies.com/catalog/page-152 for 
information on cable installation.

Easy to Install 
For use in wood, the Invisiware® Receiver can rest 
against the outside of the post or the post can be 
counterbored with the Invisiware Receiver recessed 
in the post. For wood applications, order Stainless 
Steel Washer CR716SAE (page 165). Washer provides 
a bearing surface so the fitting can’t recess into the 
wood, making it more difficult to tension or maintain 
tension in cables. 

CRR662 Delrin washer not included.


